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Allied Vision Gives Swimmers a Boost 
at World Championship.

A vision system using Allied Vision Mako cameras suspended 
high above the pool captures and analyzes extremely precise 
images of each stroke of each swimmer in near real time. 

The FINA 2013 World Swimming Championships in Barcelona, Spain was the  
stage for both the world’s elite swimmers and an elite image processing system— 
InThePool 2.0. The system uses Allied Vision’s Mako G-125C camera to capture  
and analyze extremely precise images of each athlete’s swim down to a specific 
stroke in near real time.

From an array of cameras suspended high above the Barcelona pool, the system 
delivered razor-sharp images at 50 frames per second at full resolution via a GigE 
Vision-compliant, Gigabit Ethernet interface. 

The system’s pattern-recognition logic identified strokes for the four main swimming 
styles by analyzing the position of the arms of the swimmers as captured by the 
Mako’s 1.2 megapixel CCD sensor from Sony. All images were synchronized with  
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the World Championship’s official timing from Omega. As soon as a race was over,  
statistical reports were automatically generated in XML format.

The collected data was distributed to swimmers and their coaches for analysis and 
also to worldwide media for broadcast. This data included each swimmer’s speed at 
starts, turns and finishes, as well as stroke length and number of strokes per meter. 
Thanks to these statistics, coaches and media reporters were able to precisely analyze 
the race and the performance of individual swimmers—such as whether or not time 
was lost at the start, during turns, or at the end of the race.

Extreme Application Challenges

The system was designed by STT Systems, a Spanish imaging specialist from San 
Sebastian, in cooperation with Barcelona’s high-performance sports training center 
CAR (Centre d’Alt Rendiment) and the Spanish imaging specialist and distributor for 
Allied Vision cameras, INFAIMON.

Precise and rapid image capture was not the only requirement application designers 
faced, says Pablo Callejo, STT Systems’ Vice President of Sales.

“One major challenge was the long distances between the cameras and the host 
computer. The swimming venue, Palau San Jordi, is 4,500 Sq m large and 45m high 
and the swimming pool alone is 25x50m, so we had to bridge very long distances 
between the cameras suspended high above the pool and the host.” With the GigE 
Vision-compliant Gigabit Ethernet interface of the Mako cameras, up to 100m can  
be covered with just one interface cable. Longer distances were bridged using 
Ethernet switches.
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Up to 12 Mako digital cameras were suspended above the swimming pool, arranged 
as two rows of six monitoring four lanes each. Each camera had a field of view of 
approximately 13x13m. Overlays between neighboring cameras allowed for a  
seamless coverage of eight 50m swimming lanes.

A Close Partnership Overcomes One Last Obstacle.

Designers had to overcome yet one more challenge to get ready for Barcelona. It was 
the fact that the Mako would not actually be introduced until later that year. However, 
thanks to the close partnership between Allied Vision and its local distribution partner, 
INFAIMON—and after thorough testing of pre-release of Mako models at CAR— 
InThePool was implemented with the Mako as its camera at the FINA event.

“Although the Mako cameras were not series products, they worked perfectly reliably 
and delivered high-quality images with high-frame rates,” says Callejo.

Since the end of the competition, the system is now installed back at CAR to help  
the next generation of high-performance swimmers and their coaches analyze and 
improve their technique.
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